   
㻌
㻌

ٴ৯     ઃٴ



 ฆ ਂဨ⋛
ਂဨभীథਂطဨभౢဨ৷১

 ฆ ਂဨ⋜
ਂဨभဨ৷১

 ฆ ਂဨ⋝
VRPHWKLQJDQ\WKLQJQRWKLQJ धઍဨਂطဨभઍဨ৷১

 ฆ ဨ
ဨ

 ฆ ઼ဨ⋛
઼ဨ⋛

નੳॸ५ॺ⋛
 ฆ ઼ဨ⋜
઼ဨ⋜

 ฆ ૻຎ⋛

   
 ฆ ঢ়બ৻ဨ⋜
ঢ়બ৻ဨق৯તك

 ฆ மઑਖ
மઑਖ

 ฆ ౯ઑਖधહਸઑਖ
౯ઑਖطહਸઑਖ

નੳॸ५ॺ⋞
 ฆ ্ਜ਼ౢဨधဨ
্ਜ਼ౢဨधဨطဨधजभୁದ୵طഥધभभ MXVWطਘ৹भ GR ध QHYHU

 ฆ ၰધधဨ
ၰધطဨ

 ฆ ୁ៲धຯ৷ਠ⋛
VSHDNWDONVD\WHOO भୀःطઞ૽भ OHWطJRDQGGRطFRPHDQGGRطVHHZDWFKORRN भୀः

 ฆ ୁ៲धຯ৷ਠ⋜
OLVWHQKHDU भୀःطJR ध FRPHWDNH ध EULQJ भઞःীऐطWDNH भرऩਔطرऩ॥টॣش३ঙথ

 ฆ ୁ៲धຯ৷ਠ⋝
RWKHU ध DQRWKHUطਯ॑घ৻ဨधઍဨطرऩਯइ্طऔ؞ऩऔ॑घୁطਘ৹भஃဨ GRطமਢ

ૻຎ

 ฆ ૻຎ⋜
শःઍဨृౢဨभૻຎطಉૻຎਠقDVؼDVૻطكຎ DQG ૻຎطਯٔૻຎ;طWLPHV ૻຎ

 ฆ ૻຎ⋝
ઍဨ؞ౢဨभਈطਈभઞः্طWKHਯٔਈطOLNH धૻຎطOLNH धਈطرऩછऌఌइ

 ฆ ਭଙ
ဨभૌுীဨطਭଙطਭଙभຯ৷ਠ

નੳॸ५ॺ⋜
 ฆ ਠവ⋛
ਠവभ৷১طಲਢ৷১

 ฆ ਠവ⋜
৽ୡ৷১

 ฆ ਠവ⋝
വ৷১

 ฆ ဨभૢ৷
ဨٔ৯ୁٔଓୁ 692&  طဨ য WRGRطZDQW ॑ઞढञढ़४গ॔ঝऩਠطਭଙषभછऌఌइ

 ฆ ਂဨभૢ৷
ૄୁभ LWطWRRؼWR ଡધطVRؼWKDW ଡધطజരமਢဨ WRGR

નੳॸ५ॺ⋝
 ฆ ীဨधဨ
ਠীဨभઍဨ৷১طဨभઍဨ৷১طૌுীဨभઍဨ৷১

 ฆ ঢ়બ৻ဨ⋛
ঢ়બ৻ဨقતطكঢ়બ৻ဨقਚથતطكঢ়બ৻ဨٔEH ဨ

ဨ॑அि࿃ୁطமਢౢဨधமਢౢဨطେःঞ५ॺছথॱॡ३شदभਠطGXPP\LW

નੳॸ५ॺ⋟



ٴमगीप
ਊઇ౫म৾ಆ྆भਠৃदেऽोञઇ౫दघ؛ਊઇ౫मৰपਠৃदઞ৷खथःञुभ॑ऐ
मःॉॆ

पीஆ৾दुેী৾सॊेअଦൟखऽखञ྆؛भਠৃदৰपઞ৷खऎभেെऋਛટ॑
ऑथऌञઇ౫दघऊैঽਦ॑ुढथउ൭ीदऌॊઇ౫दघ؛

ٴਊઇ౫भ્ඉ
ഈऩஶધ১भੰହध௹୕ऩংজग़ش३ঙথभધदॖথউॵॺ॑ষढञगધ॑৷ःञ
ಫಆਖقपତਖكद  ॔क़ॺউॵॺ॑ষअ؛ฆभੂीपमৗলୁ॑ଦ઼घॊऒधदু
ऩऎ৾ಆऋ૭ચप؛ऽञর৾েऋणऽङऌृघःધ১হඨपणःथमजभ৶ੰॳख़ॵॡभञी
भ৵ਖ॑ਚرपଦ઼؛औैप  ฆउऌपધ১হඨभऽधीਖ॑  ঌش४ীଦ઼؛શၻၻदमੰ
௦पਸइथఠഭಫಆ৷पฆभધ॑ଦ઼؛

<ٴRX7XEH भણ৷
 ؛ஶધधমୁऋ३থউঝप
ਊઇ౫दඞअ੦মધम <RX7XEH दୂऌखऋदऌऽघق૮મك
ोॊेअपेअपऩढथउॉজ५ॽথॢৌੁपुણ৷ःञटऐऽघ؛ถखऎम௯লගक़ख़ঈ
१ॖॺ॑සऎटऔः؛




 ฆ ဨभૢ৷   

    ฆ ဨभૢ৷

ٴంঌش४॑ඛखथഭाधਔ॑નੳखेअ؛

 ٸmedicine
 ٸname

ဨभૢ৷⋛

ṛṞ ዕΏ



 ٴऒभฆद৷ःैोॊୁ॑ಁइेअ؛
ฆ  name [ néim / ӌҶӕ ] ಊ̊ હऐॊ










































































ઑ
໌ ସਖ
[ kwéstʃən / ҼҷҮӁӅҲӡ ] ˚

question

ਖਖः
[ sǽd / ҿӈӢҭ ]  ̊ܙख॒द
[ kǽri / һҰӜҬ ] ಊ̊ (॑عठ)ઈव

carry

[ tə́rn ɔn / ӄҴӡ ҹӡ ] ५ॖॵॳ॑োो

turn on

ॊዟ॑৫ऐॊ
fan

[ fǽn / Ӑҫӡ ] ˚
໌ ႍ௯ਃ

do the laundry

[ du ðə lɔ́ndri / ӈӢҭҴ ҿӢ ӟӡӈӢҭ

Ӝ ] ຸᅲ॑घॊ
ambulance

໌ 
[ ǽmbjuləns / ҵӕӏӢұӛӡӁ ] ˚


[ ǽŋgri / ҵӡҼӢӜҬ ]  ̊ܙ॑য়थथ

angry

য়खथढथ
air conditioner [ er kəndíʃənər / Ҹҵ ҾӡӇӢҬӀҲӉ
(ҫ) ] ग़॔॥থ
volunteer

໌ ছথ
[ vɑ̀ləntír / ҷӢҫӛӡӇҬҫ ] ˚

ॸॕ॔
join

[ dʒɔ́in / ӀӢҲҶӡ ] ಊ̊ ਸॎॊਸघॊ

crane [ kréin / ҼӞҶӡ ] ˚
໌ ๅ
make oneself at home [ méik wʌnsélf ət hóum /
ӖҶҼ ӠӡӂӝӐ ҵӈҭ Ӓҷӕ ] ਞೄपघॊऎणौए
medium

[ míːdiəm / ӔҴӇӢҬҵӕ ]  ̊ܙরਜ਼भ

রभ
rare

[ slíːpi / ӁӜҴӏӣҬ ]  ̊ܙ༒ः
[ tɑ́idi / ӄҶӇӢҬ ]  ̊ܙତேधखञऒऍ

tidy

ोःऩ
leave ~ alone [ líːv əlóun / ӜҴҷӢ ҵӟҷӡ ] ॑ع
ஆॉपखथउऎ
໌ ॔উজ
[ ǽp / ҵӐӣ] ˚

app
useful

puppy

[ júːsfl / әҴӁӐӝ ] ૽ ̊ܙয়णਹऩ
[ pʌ́pi / ӎӣӏӣҬ ] ˚
໌ 

kitten

໌ ქ
[ kítn / һӈҭӡ ] ˚

smart

[ smɑ́rt / ӁӓҴӈҭ ]  ̊ܙਹઠऩཛྷः

েभऽोऩ

໌ ঽ
automobile [ ɔ̀təməbíl / ҹӄӓӏӢҭ ] ˚

[ tekníʃən / ӇҼӊӀҰӡ ] ˚
໌ ૼ

 ٸsleepy
 ٸtidy

 ٸsad

 ٸleave ~ alone

 ٸcarry

 ٸapp

 ٸturn on

 ٸuseful

 ٸfan

 ٸpuppy

 ٸdo the laundry

 ٸkitten

 ٸambulance

 ٸsmart

 ٸangry

 ٸsometimes

 ٸair conditioner

 ٸtube

 ٸvolunteer

 ٸsunflower

 ٸjoin

 ٸgiraffe

 ٸcrane

 ٸask

[ sʌ́mtàimz / ҿӕӄҶӕӁӢ] ෯̊ ৎر

tube [ tjúb / ӈҭӐӢ ] ˚
໌ ଵৣள

 ٸmake oneself at home

 ٸcheck

໌ ঐ
[ sʌ́nflàuər / ҿӡӐӛӠ(ҫ) ] ˚

 ٸmedium

 ٸbookshop

sunflower

 ٸrare

 ٸturn in

sometimes

ডজ
giraffe
ask

[ dʒərǽf / ӀӢӛӐ ] ˚
໌ य़জথ

[ ǽsk / ҵӁҼ ] ಊ̊ ॑عགबॊସਖघॊ

check

[ tʃék / ӅҮҼ ] ಊ̊ ਫ਼ਪघॊॳख़ॵॡ

घॊ

paper
shutter

 ٸpaper
 ٸshutter















໌ છ
[ búkʃɑ̀p / ӐӢҳҼӀҰӐӣ] ˚

 

[ tə́rn in / ӄҴӡ Ҷӡ ] ॑عলघॊ

 

bookshop
turn in

 ٸautomobile
 ٸtechnician



ฆ

[ péipər / ӑӣҶӎӣҴ ] ˚
໌ ৗୂછ



 






 

థધঞএॺش

[ réər / Ӟҵ ] ̊ܙ

technician

ఇද
sleepy

[ slóuli / ӁӟҷӜҬ ] ෯̊ ॅढऎॉ

slowly
sad

໌ ఇୢఇ
[ médəsn / ӖӇӢҬӁӡ ] ˚

medicine

 ٸquestion
 ٸslowly

[ ʃʌ́tər / ӀҰҳӄ(ҫ) ] ˚
໌ ३কॵॱش

 

ංૺ



 

ତ

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


 
 



 


 



 ฆ ဨभૢ৷   

    ฆ ဨभૢ৷

ɧạẋẘẞ ὣЂἴἰὯὼᾩὦᾯἻႲΏ

ɧՠិƄᆵᆋ៓Ƅ៓ΏṒṽẀṹṭṓΏ
لဨٔ৯ୁٔଓୁمभभધमق৯ୁٙଓୁكभঢ়બऋਛॉয়ण؛ऒभધ॑धॊऒधऋ
दऌॊဨमઃभेअऩुभऋँॊ؛


ฆ


FDOO$%

$ ॑ % धళव

QDPH$%

$ ॑ % धહऐॊ

NHHS$%

$ ॑ %قभ૾ଙكप৳ण

PDNH$%

$ ॑ %قभ૾ଙكपघॊقऔचॊك

OHDYH$%

$ ॑ % भऽऽଣ઼घॊ

ILQG$%

$ ऋ %قभ૾ଙكदँॊधॎऊॊ

WKLQN$%


OLNH$%

$ म % दँॊभऋऌ

  Call me Jim. ໊भऒधम४धళ॒दब؛
  I named my dog Noah. எमஎभَ॑ঀُ॔धહऐऽखञ؛



  Keep your room clean. ঽীभોमऌोःपखथउऌऩऔः؛
  The news made us sad. जभॽগش५मஎञठ॑खऎऔचऽखञ؛





$ ऋ % टधઓअ

  Leave me alone. எभऒधमऺढधःथ؛
  I found the question easy.  எमजभਖमලटधॎऊॉऽखञ؛
ିآਔ َဨٔযٔق؞হك
ُभৃ়मَ୦ऊ॑ଖइॊُधःअଡધदँॊऒधपିਔघॊ؛
  She made us dinner.  ೀमஎप୫॑ढथऎोऽखञ؛



ZDQW मढ़४গ॔ঝऩॽগ॔থ५पऩॊऒधऋऎઞः্पିਔऋਏदँॊ؛
قढ़४গ॔ঝऩ୵ഥ॑ൂ؞घك
َृ॑عढथेُ
ٶI want you to doعَعखथेُ



ฆ

  I want you to take this.  ऒोमुैढथे؛
پऒो॑ഛႠऩ୵ഥਠपघॊपमI’d like you to॑عઞअ
  I’d like you to take this.  ऒोमुैढथऎटऔः؛



ٶDo you want toعَعखथऎोऩः ܠ ُءCan youط عWill youع
  Do you want to open the window? ษ॑৫ऐथऎोऩःء



ିآਔ Would you like toعमَेौखऐोयعघॊभमनअदघऊُءधःअ੧॑घ

  Would you like to join us? ेौखऐोयஎधओคखऽच॒ऊء
ٶDo you want me toृ॑عَعौअऊُء
َृ॑عढथँऑेअऊُء





ऊञ

ିآਔ Shall I عमَعःञखऽखॆअऊُءधःअໂःਠ
  Do you want me to turn on the fan? ႍ௯ਃ॑णऐेअऊء



پऒो॑ഛႠऩਠपघॊपमWould you like me to॑عઞअ
  Would you like me to turn on the fan? ႍ௯ਃ॑णऐऽखॆअऊء



ɧדՠ੪ὉἿ౼୪ἙΏ



ɧՠិΏαΏẞẙΏẎẙΏ


َဨٔযٔWR ဨُमযप୦ऊ॑मञैऌऊऐॊਠदऒभଡધ॑धॊऒधऋदऌॊဨम
కभेअऩुभऋँॊ؛


WHOO য WRGR
عपؼघॊेअपअ୵قഥघॊك
















DVN য WRGR
KHOS য WR GR

عपؼघॊेअपिقउൢःघॊك
عभञीप ؼघॊभ॑ুअ

ZDQW য WRGR

عपؼखथऺखः

ZRXOGOLNH য WRGR

عपؼखथुैःञः

QHHG য WRGR

عपؼखथुैअਏऋँॊ

  She told me to speak slowly. ೀमஎपॅढऎॉਵघेअपःऽखञ؛

  They named the dog Noah.

ೀैमजभ॑ঀ॔धહऐऽखञ؛


The dog was named Noah.

जभमঀ॔धહऐैोऽखञ؛


  ೀैमೀ॑४ख़شথधళ॒दःऽघ؛
They call her Jane.

What do they call her?

ਭଙ
ਭଙ

She is called Jane.

ೀम४ख़شথधళयोथःऽघ؛


What is she called? ೀम୦धళयोथःऽघऊء

ೀैमೀ॑୦धళ॒दःऽघऊء
  He told me to come by 4 o’clock.

ೀम 4 ৎऽदपਟॊेअஎपःऽखञ؛

  Kate asked him to help her. ॣॖॺमೀपقঽী॑ুكढथऎोॊेअाऽखञ؛
ିآਔ help য to doعदम to ऋറऔोॊऒधऋँॊ؛
  Can you help me carry this? ऒो॑ઈवभ॑ুढथऎोऽच॒ऊء

I was told to come by 4 o’clock by him.
  She asked me to do the laundry.

எम 4 ৎऽदपਟॊेअೀपॎोऽखञ؛

ೀमஎपຸᅲ॑घॊेअाऽखञ؛

I was asked to do the laundry by her.

எमೀऊैຸᅲ॑घॊेअऽोऽखञ؛





 ฆ ဨभૢ৷   

    ฆ ဨभૢ৷

15 ઃभஶધ॑खऩऔः؛
(1) Call me Ken.

ઃभஶધभഭाછऌभಫಆलজ५ॽথॢभಫಆ॑खऩऔः؛
(2) Could you call me a taxi?
 

 (3) My father made us breakfast.
ฆ


 

(4) That match made us excited.

(5) I found her angry.







ऒभఇमஎ॑༒ऎऔचऽघ؛

 She always keeps her desk tidy.

ೀमःणुঽীभၱ॑ତቕखथःऽघ؛

 Her desk is always kept tidy.

ೀभၱमःणुତቕऔोथःऽघ؛

 Can you just leave me alone?

ठॆढधஆॉपखथुैइऽघऊء

(6) I found her a good restaurant.

 I didn't find this app so useful.
 What was the kitten named?

எमऒभ॔উজऋज॒ऩपਹटधमਞतऌऽच॒दखञ؛

 
(8) I’ll tell them to be a little quieter.

(1) ग़॔॥থ॑णऐथऎोऩःء

the / to / do / want / you / turn on / air conditioner
 









(2) எऋभઈૡ॑ृौअऊء

the / to / me / car / do / want / drive / you
 

(3) ँऩञभ॑उठखऽखॆअऊء

to / you / your / me / like / carry / would / baggage
 

 Shall we ask him to join our team?

ೀपஎभॳشपোढथऎोॊेअउൢःखथ

 Can you ask them to wait a little more? ೀैपुअखୄढथऎोॊेअ॒द
ऎोऽच॒ऊء
You need an automobile technician
 Mr. Grey told me to order my
textbooks at a bookshop.
 We were told to turn in the
paper by next Thursday.

ॢঞॖেमஎपઇఐછमমોदିધघॊेअपःऽखञ؛
எमঞএ॑ॺشઃभऽदपলघॊेअॎोऽखञ؛

 Can you help me carry this table? ऒभॸشঈঝ॑ઈवभ॑ুढथऎोऽच॒ऊء

(1) He told me to wait here.

 Do you want me to drive you home?
)(

 Would you like me to help you?

)(

) here by him.

)(

) the volunteer by Betty.

(2) Betty asked me to join the volunteer.
I(

)(

)(

(3) They call this bird crane. ط

)(

) crane.

What (

)(

)(

ँऩञ॑ੇऽददଛढथँऑेअऊء

ँऩञ॑उুःखऽखॆअऊء

 
 
 

(4) What do you call this bird in English?
)(

) in English?





३কॵॱ॑ش৫ऐथऎोऩःء

 

This bird (



ँॉऽघ ؛

 Do you want to open the shutter?

)(



ँऩञमঽତप॑ॳख़ॵॡखथुैअਏऋ

to check your car.

17 ਭଙ॑ઞढथ 2 ધऋऺऻभਔपऩॊेअ૬ჷपୁ॑োोऩऔः؛

I(



ाऽच॒ऊء

16 ஶધऋমધप়अेअஶୁ॑ధस౹इऩऔः؛


ऒभमஶୁद୦धళयोऽघऊء



जोम giraffeقय़জথكधళयोऽघ؛

It is called giraffe.
 



ँऩञमऒभ୨॑ஶୁद୦धళलऽघऊء
எम sunflowerقऱऽॎॉكधళलऽघ؛

We call it sunflower.
 What is this animal called in English?

(9) Can you help me clean my car?



টথॻথदमৣளम"the tube"धళयोॊऒधऋँॉऽघ؛

 What do you call this flower in English?
 



எमೀभमधथुཛྷःधઓःऽखञ؛

எमೀ॑४ঙথधళ॒दःऽघ؛

 Subway is sometimes called
"the tube" in London.



जभქम୦धહऐैोऽखञऊء

 I like my steak medium rare.  எम५ॸشय़मॹॕ॔ঞ॔ऋादघ؛
 We call him John.

(7) She asked me to call an ambulance.



எमஎभ॑ॳটधહऐऽखञ؛

 I thought his dog very smart.
 



ฆ

ၴऋॸঞঅ॑णऐढरऩखपखञभदघऊء

 We named our puppy Chiro.
 



 This medicine makes me sleepy.

 Who left the TV on?
 



قऎणौःदऎटऔःबك
 Make yourself at home. ௫पखथऎटऔःब؛

 



 ฆ ဨभૢ৷   

    ฆ ဨभૢ৷

ዕΏΏಘΏΏٟΏΏᯃΏΏṫΏ



মધप়अेअपஶୁ॑ధस౹इऩऔः؛

 ँऩञमऒभ୨॑ஶୁद୦धళलऽघऊ ءdo call in you what this flower English
எम sunflowerقऱऽॎॉكधళलऽघ ؛it call we sunflower
 

قऎणौःदऎटऔःब كat make home yourself
 ௫पखथऎटऔःब؛


ฆ


 

 



ฆ

 ऒभमஶୁद୦धళयोऽघऊ ءin is called this what animal English

 ऒभఇमஎ॑༒ऎऔचऽघ ؛me this sleepy makes medicine

जोम giraffeقय़জথكधళयोऽघ ؛is it giraffe called



 


 
 





 

 ೀमःणुঽীभၱ॑ତቕखथःऽघ ؛tidy desk her she always keeps

 ೀभၱमःणुତቕऔोथःऽघ ؛tidy is her always kept desk

 ೀपஎभॳشपোढथऎोॊेअउൢःखथाऽच॒ऊء
we our to him team join ask shall

 
 ठॆढधஆॉपखथुैइऽघऊ ءme just you can alone leave
 



 ೀैपुअखୄढथऎोॊेअ॒दऎोऽच॒ऊء
a to more ask can you wait little them
 

 

 ँऩञमঽତप॑ॳख़ॵॡखथुैअਏऋँॉऽघ؛
an to car you your check need automobile technician

 எमऒभ॔উজऋज॒ऩपਹटधमਞतऌऽच॒दखञ ؛so I app this find didn't useful




 
 எमஎभ॑ॳটधહऐऽखञ ؛our we named puppy Chiro

 ॢঞॖেमஎपઇఐછमমોदିધघॊेअपःऽखञ؛
at a me my to told order Mr. Grey bookshop textbooks
 
 எमঞএ॑ॺشઃभऽदपলघॊेअॎोऽखञ؛
to in by the next we were turn told paper Thursday

 जभქम୦धહऐैोऽखञऊ ءwhat the was kitten named
 



 எमೀभमधथुཛྷःधઓःऽखञ ؛I dog smart his very thought



 எम५ॸشय़मॹॕ॔ঞ॔ऋादघ ؛I my rare like medium steak

 







 ३কॵॱ॑ش৫ऐथऎोऩः ءto you the do open want shutter

 
 
 ँऩञ॑ੇऽददଛढथँऑेअऊ ءme you you to do drive want home
 
 
 ँऩञ॑उুःखऽखॆअऊ ءyou you me to like would help
 





 ऒभॸشঈঝ॑ઈवभ॑ুढथऎोऽच॒ऊ ءyou me help can this table carry

 எमೀ॑४ঙথधళ॒दःऽघ ؛call we John him

 টথॻথदमৣளम"the tube"धళयोॊऒधऋँॉऽघ؛
in is called sometimes subway London "the tube"



 

 






 

 




 

 ၴऋॸঞঅ॑णऐढरऩखपखञभदघऊ ءon the left who TV




 



 ฆ ဨभૢ৷   

    ฆ ဨभૢ৷

ዕΏΏಘΏΏٟΏΏᯃΏΏṬΏ
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ฆ
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 ၴऋॸঞঅ॑णऐढरऩखपखञभदघऊ ءon the left who TV




 



નੳॸ५ॺ⋞   

   નੳॸ५ॺ⋞

(4) ँऩञम॔ওজढ़पষढञऒधँॉऽच॒ेबء

નੳॸ५ॺ⋞


(5) ँऩञमআ॔ঀ॑ഩऌऽघेबء

23 ઃभஶୁभਔ॑છऌऩऔः؛
)

(1) swimming pool(؟

)

(2) parking lot(؟

(6) எञठधคपঃॸشॕشपষऌऽच॒ऊء
(3) running shoes(؟

)

(4) washing machine(؟

(5) meeting room(؟

)

(6) boarding pass(؟

)



)



[

] भဨ॑ిજऩपइथஶધऋমધध়अेअ૬ჷ॑ඇीऩऔः؛

(1) ँजऒपয়ढथःॊ੬भযमஎभ೯दघ [؛stand ]
The man (











)?

)(

(8) ँोमমਊपপऩலহदखञेबء



)?

)(



(9) ০ृढधँऩञऋःञऊढञऒधऋীऊॉऽखञ؛
) you wanted to say.

Now I understand (



) in Switzerland.

I bought a watch (

(10) ऒभংॵॢमःऎैखञऊઇइथऎोऽच॒ऊء

(3) ऒभঞ५ॺছথपཹमँॉऽघऊ [ ءsmoke ]

) this bag was?

)(

Can you tell me (

) room in this restaurant?

(4) எमऒभಒभदफ़থॹॕشपणःथછऊोञম॑ഭऽऩऎथमऩॉऽच॒ [ ؛write ]
I have to read a book (





) over there is my father.

(2) எम५ॖ५ଲभৎੑ॑େःऽखञ [ ؛make ]

Is there a (

)?

(7) ऒोैमँऩञभुभदमऩःदघेबء

That was really hard work, (







)(

Come with us for the party, (

These are not yours, (
24





)?

)(

You play piano, (





)?

)(

Haven’t you been to the U.S., (

(11) ँभూभৈःযमၴऊੴढथऽघऊء
Do you know (



) that tall man is?

) about Gandy for this summer homework.

(5) આఽमनअखथেऋ৫ःञঃॸشॕشपਟऩऊढञभदघऊ [ ءhold ]

(12) ँऩञभੇपञनॉାऎपमनऒदং५पଭोयःःऊઇइथऎोऽच॒ऊء

(13) எम୦ೀऋज॒ऩपढञभऊ৶ੰदऌऽच॒दखञ؛
25 ஶધऋমધध়अेअप૬ჷরपిજऩୁ॑ඇीऩऔः؛

I don’t know (
(2) ఠ॑য়थथमःऐऽच॒े؛
Don’t make a noise, (

Did she tell you (
(3) ০मखःदघेबء
It’s a beautiful day today, (

)(

) the teacher is.

)(

(15) ೀमःणॖথॢছথॻपऐथলघॊऊँऩञपःऽखञऊء

)?

)(





(14) எमেऋ୦ୃऩभऊੴॉऽच॒؛

)?

)(

) she got angry so much.

I didn’t understand (

(1) ॥ششदुධाऽखॆअेء



) I should get on a bus to reach your house?

Would you tell me (

) by our teacher last night?

Why didn’t you come to the party (

Let’s have a coffee, (



)?

) she leave for England?

(16) ँऩञमनभং५ऋূകषষऎऊॎऊॉऽघऊء
Do you know (

) bus goes to Tokyo station?



નੳॸ५ॺ⋞   

   નੳॸ५ॺ⋞

26

29 ઃभધরभ that ऋঢ়બ৻ဨदँॊৃ়मسजअदऩःৃ়म¼॑છऌऩऔः؛

ઃभઑਖધपৌघॊ௦इधखथଖइैोञ੯प়अ௦इ্॑੶ಀद৭लऩऔः؛

(1) Aren’t you cold?

)

(

ৰप৬ऋഐइथःॊऎगथःॊৃ়<॔  ؟HV,DP   ॖ1R,bPQRW


)

(

(2) Didn’t you hear a noise?





(3) Haven't you eaten anything since yesterday?
ৰपઆऊै୦ु୫सथःऩःৃ়؟
27 মધप়अेअप (







 ॖ. No, I didn’t.

॔. Yes, I did.

୦ुఠऋୂऒइऩऊढञৃ়؟

(

)

॔. Yes, I have.

ॖ. No, I haven’t.

Do you know ( she who is )?

Do you know

Do you know

) Isn’t this the dictionary that you have lost?

(4) (

) She is the only person that can speak French in my class.

(5) (

) I know that you like to play basketball so much.

(6) (

) Who is the girl that your sister is talking with?



Will you ask Lisa

?





)

(

? 

May I ask

(



)

(

)



(5) Who is the person that you were talking with on the phone just now?
(6) Some people in my city use cars that runs on electricity.

(

(

)

31 ઃभஶધ॑खऩऔः؛

May I ask ( are from you where )?

(1) My cousin who lives in Australia are going to be back to Japan next month.
 

(5) ँऩञभॡছ५पम୦যেെऋःॊऊઇइथऎोऽघऊء

)






(2) I need a dress that I can wear to my friend’s wedding.

Could you tell me ( are how there many students ) in your class?


Could you tell me



)

(

(4) Choose anything that you like in this box.

?

(3) জ१म୦ऋ୫सञःऊୂःथउःथऎोऽघऊ ءWill you ask Lisa ( to she eat what wants )?



(3) (

(3) My friend likes the Italian restaurant which is next to my house.

Do you know ( is it now time what )?

(4) ँऩञमनठैभলମऊअऊऋढथुःःदघऊء

) My mother told me that she is going out for dinner with her friend tonight.

(2) I know the woman who has a camping car.





(2) (

(1) Roma is the city that I want to visit.
?

(2) ০୦ৎऊॎऊॉऽघऊء

) I have a dog that has long brown hairs.

30 ઃभધরभঢ়બ৻ဨऋറदऌॊৃ়मسदऌऩःৃ়म¼॑છऌऩऔः؛

) भୁ॑ధस౹इஶધ॑ਛऔचऩऔः؛

(1) ೀऋၴटऊॎऊॉऽघऊء

(1) (

 

in your class?



(3) Do you know someone who can teach me Italian cooking?




28

(



) भরभਫखः্॑৭උखऩऔः؛

(1) Who is the man (

who,

whose

(2) Would you lend me the book (

 

) hair has been cut very short?

which,

who

) you have already read?



who,

(3) Do you remember the girl (

which

(4) She runs a shop which sells furniture.

) we met in the restaurant last night?



 


(5) I know that girl whose father is a famous singer.
 

(4) We should do the things (

that,

(5) Is this the bicycle ( whose,

that

who

) we can do today.

) you received for a birthday present from your parents?

(6) Would you like to go to the cake shop (

who,

that

) we like a lot?

(6) Is there any foods you don’t like?
 

